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II.
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Look at the pictures. Choose the correct alternative.
1.
2.
3.

a. hat
b. CD player
c. mobile phone
d. small

a. barn
b. pocket
c. bigger
d. gramophone

a. radio
b. ground
c. chicken
d. cylinder

5.

6.

7.

a. needle
b. balloon
c. microphone
d. rope

a. camera
b. visitor
c. pipes
d. smile

a. builder
b. ruler
c. saw
d. trumpet
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4.

a. earphones
b. phonograph
c. table
d. exciting
8.

a. nails
b. disc
c. smaller
d. dog

Write the meaning in Spanish and draw the words.
1. Drums

2. Singer

3. CD player

4. Microphone
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III.

THERE WAS/THERE WERE. Complete the sentences with was or were.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

IV.

There ___________ two pets, a dog and a cat in my house.
There ___________ a boy playing at the playground.
Last year, there ____________ thirty six students in my class.
There ___________ only one trumpet in the music shop.
There ___________ cows in the field.
At the farm, there __________ a beautiful horse called Henry.
There __________ five guitars at the shop.
There __________ lots of drums, trumpets and singers.

THERE WAS /THERE WERE. Read the sentences and choose the correct alternative.
1.
a. There was six sheep
b. There were six sheep
c. There is six sheep
d. There are one sheep
2.
a. There was one flower
b. There were one flower
c. There is flowers
d. There are a flower
3.
a. There were a dog
b. There were one dog
c. There is five dogs
d. There was a dog
4.
a. There was children
b. There were five children
c. There is children
d. There are one children

